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Kamila Gornia is the “Blow Up, Scale Up” Marketing Strategist who helps entrepreneurs 
blow up and scale up their businesses to become true leaders online. 

She does this by teaching her clients and community how to leverage their own natural 
personalities into strategic marketing campaigns that are both profitable and fun. 
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Prerequisites Before Running Your First Facebook Ad 

1. A Strategy - Kamila commonly sees people diving into Facebook ads without a 
strategy, and as a result they don’t get the results they are aiming for. 

She says you need to start with a strategy and understand the role the ads are playing 
to maximize their effectiveness. “Facebook ads are a traffic source,” she said, not a 
strategy in themselves.  

Start by working backwards. For example, a freelancer wants to get a prospective client 
on the phone. You can run ads to do this, but they tend to be expensive, sometimes as 
much as $100 a lead. Instead, think about how you can get leads on the phone by 
getting them onto your list first, then through a funnel and finally having them call you. 

2. A Landing Page – You need to have a landing page, opt-in page, or an offer funnel 
in place before running your ads. 

Whether you’re collecting emails or selling products and services, make sure your page 
is ready to handle the traffic that will be directed to it via the ads. 

Kamila recommended giving away something free, such as an ebook, checklist, tool kit, 
or even hosting a webinar to funnel people into your list. “The more specific the opt-in 
offer is, and the more instant gratification, the better it tends to perform,” she added. 

3. A Facebook Business Page – You need to create a business page to run ads on 
Facebook. You can set one up from scratch and get started right away. 

Kamila pointed out you don’t need to worry about the amount of “likes” your page has, 
as even brand new pages can begin running ads and you will organically get likes over 
time. 

Install the Facebook Pixel  

My other recommendation for listeners – even if you don’t have any immediate plans to 
run Facebook ads – is to install their advertising pixel on your website. This allows you 
to build up a custom audience of website visitors you can target your ads to at a later 
date. Here’s a quick video on how to get it done. 

Selecting an Audience 

Kamila has some interesting tactics to narrow down an audience within Facebook to 
find groups of people that will convert well via your ads. 

Direct Targeting – Facebook allows you to target people based on very specific 
information. You can narrow down your search to people that fit a certain age group, 
location, interest, income, and other factors.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oboRm0JXFmI


Facebook has a lot more information on their users beyond just what the person has 
done on their platform. They partner with other businesses to gather more information 
making it easy for advertisers to narrow their audience. 

Custom Audience – You can build a custom audience based on people who have 
visited your site before or signed up for your list. This is a “warm” audience, and Kamila 
said they usually convert well as they already know and trust you or your brand. 

This is where having the Facebook pixel installed on your site becomes really important. 
You can also import your email list into Facebook and serve ads just to those users. 

Lookalike Audience – Facebook also helps by creating lookalike audiences. These are 
groups of people who are likely to be interested in your business because they are 
similar to people who you already know are interested. 

Kamila says lookalike audiences also convert well but you have to remember you’re 
targeting a “cold” audience. You will have to take them through the steps of getting to 
know your brand or product to convert them into customers. 

Figuring out What Type of Ad to Pick 

There are a few different types of ads you can run. Clicks, conversions, video ads, 
boosting posts…. it can seem a little confusing at first, but Kamila did a great job of 
simplifying it. 

She said the first step for most people is to boost a post or video. This means you are 
going to pay per engagement – someone clicking on, liking, commenting, or viewing a 
few seconds of your video. 

If you want people to opt-in for your lead magnet you need to run conversion ads. To 
do this you need to add a little extra code to your “thank you” page to install a 
conversion pixel, but it’s easy to do.  

Alternatively, if you want to send traffic to an affiliate post (like I did for this article) 
where you don’t have control over the conversions, you can use traffic ads to drive 
visitors to your post. 

Video ads are “very hot” at the moment, Kamila said, but it’s hard to track why people 
are or aren’t converting from video ads though. It’s easier to test and change written 
copy, but video ads can deliver an engaging message quicker and are great for building 
trust. 

Kamila says there is no golden rule of the type or duration of a video ad. It comes down 
to how engaging it is, so focus on the engagement and production. 

If you do decide to make a video ad, I’d also encourage you to close-caption the video 
because people are often scrolling through Facebook with the sound off.  

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/best-udemy-courses-for-entrepreneurs/


Image Ads are the most common type of ads. You don’t need to be a graphic designer 
to make an image ad either, because Facebook provides a stock image library with 
some great images in. Kamila says these images covert well as they blend in nicely to 
people’s feeds and look natural. 

If you’re using your own images, avoid using images that look too polished. Even an 
image of yourself can work well as people like to see natural images. Keep the text on 
the image to less than 20%, because Facebook can refuse images that are too text 
heavy. The image is the first thing your audience will see, so the important thing is to 
make sure the text on it (if any) is attention-grabbing. 

Scaling Up and Next Steps 

You can’t run the same campaign to the same audience forever. If you want to scale up 
and attract new customers you need to keep things fresh. 

Kamila said that ideally you should be targeting an audience of 100k+, so it’s going to 
take a while before your audience is exhausted. Facebook tells you how many times 
your ads are being viewed by the same people, and once you start noticing people have 
seen an ad 5 times or more, it’s time to start changing up your ads. 

Another sign that it’s time to test your ad with a different audience or tweak the 
image/text is if you see a drop in conversions. 

How Much Can You Expect to Pay per Lead? 

This is really difficult to answer as it varies across industries. Kamila says that the more 
specific and smaller the niche, the more you can expect to pay. She has seen clients 
pick up leads as cheap as $1 in some niches, but $5 per lead for instant gratification 
opt-ins are more realistic.  

If you’re new to Facebook ads or you’re losing money per leads then head over to 
KamilaGornia.com/SideHustleNation. Here you can download Kamila’s free ebook 
outlining 3 money leaks you probably have in our ads. 

Kamila’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Start with the end in mind.” 

More Info: 

 KamilaGornia.com/SideHustleNation 

 SideHustleNation.com/kamila 

Until next time! 

-Nick 
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